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Abstract-In this project we are using simple location recognition and localization methods that utilize feature 
correspondence and geometry estimated from large Internet photo collections. The information about the images and image 
features are comparatively less when it is isolated. So we foresee the views which are the most common, which feature 
points in a scene are most reliable, and which features in the scene, tend to co-occur in the same image. Efficient localization 
is obtained through the information of the image, we develop an adaptive, prioritized algorithm for matching a representative 
set of SIFT features covering a large scene to a query image. In this approach we are considering features in the scene 
database, and matching them to query image features, as opposed to more conventional methods that match image features 
to visual words or database features. This approach improves the performance due to the richer knowledge of characteristics 
of the database features compared to query image features 
. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It has been seen that the number of photos being 
uploaded onto the internet has increased 
exponentially in the last few years. The availability of 
such a huge database has inspired a wave of work on 
location recognition. Location recognition is the 
problem of determining where a photo was taken by 
comparing it to a database of images of previously 
seen locations. The difficulty of location recognition 
was due to limited image resources, but presently due 
to vast database available like Facebook, Flicker, 
Instagram, Google etc. The option of Geo Tagging 
becomes an to find location of image. This task has a 
major hurdle which is image retrieval: Given a query 
image to be recognized, find a set of similar images 
from database using image descriptors. In the present 
scenario the database images are largely treated as 
independent collection of features, and any structure 
between images is ignored. We exploit this 
potentially with rich structure for location 
recognition. The ultimate objective of our system is 
to produce an accurate pose estimate of a query 
image, given a relevant database of images. To 
register a query image to the model using pose 
estimation, we need to first find a set of 
correspondences between scene features in the model 
and image features in the query image. Here we use 
SIFT algorithm which is used for extracting image 
features then we use k means clustering used for data 
compression which aims to solve clustering problem 
and later we propose prioritized feature matching 
algorithm for matching a representative set of SIFT 
features. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
 

Previously most of the systems they were using some 
traditional approaches for location recognition. 
In [1] uses point clouds of SfM techniques to 
summarize a location. They use vocabulary tree 
concept for image retrieval to select a set of images 
that covers the 3D points. But our approach selects 
only minimal set of 3D points and uses those points 
as matching purpose which reduces both time and 
memory. 
In [2] epitomes are used to extract the image features 
but in our paper we use SIFT algorithm to extract 
image features which is fast , efficient and is used to 
extract more features of the image.They also uses 
nearest neighbour for matching which leads to  low 
accuracy. 
In [3] the system contains iconic images that are 
derived by clustering, then localize query images by 
retrieving similar iconic images using bag of words 
which generates multidimensional space in which 
scenes are categorized like streets, highways etc .But 
this is lengthy process compared to ours and also 
have less accurate results. 
In [4] they use the prototype system for image 
localization in urban environments. They compute the 
GPS location of query view and use a wide baseline 
matching technique to select the closest view in the 
database. Often due to presence of repetitive structure 
of image views increases the computation time. 
In [5] uses an approach uses a collection of images of 
the city which decomposes the images into separate 
scenes and identify the views for each scene, but 
compared to our approach this consumes more time. 
 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
In our proposed approach we use prioritized feature 
matching algorithm which uses image features as 
matching primitives which are extracted from SIFT 
based algorithm .The methods used for location 
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recognition are simple and efficient which is used to 
maintain the speed and accuracy of the application .  
 
3.1 Methodology 
Initially we train the database with a large collection 
of images of a specific area of interest downloaded 
from the internet and we extract image features of 
each images using SIFT algorithm and save those 
features to the database. 
 
1. Image acquisition 
Generally acquisition involves pre-processing such as 
scaling. Colored images are converted in to gray scale 
image and uses filters for removing low frequency 
background noise. 
2. Feature extraction 
Here we use SIFT algorithm for extracting the image 
features of test image. 
3. Clustering 
The features that are extracted from SIFT algorithm 
are noisy and are not used for matching. So we use k 
means clustering algorithm which aims to solve the 
clustering problem and store the image features in 
clustered form .This also used to compress the data 
which also used to reduce the storage space. 
4. Matching 
We propose a matching algorithm called Prioritized 
feature matching algorithm used for matching the 
image features and also finds the location of an image 
based on matched points 

  
3.2 Flow Of Location Recognition 
Initially we train the database with images collected 
from internet .Next image features are extracted from 
the collected image and stored in the database. Input 
with query image or test image then image features 
are extracted from the test image using SIFT 
algorithm .These features extracted are noisy and not 
useful for matching so we compress the image 
features in clustered manner using k means cluster 
algorithm. Later we consider the prioritized feature 
matching algorithm is used for matching the query 
image features with database features. Once the 
image is matched the location of the image is 
recognized. 

 
Fig A: Location Recognition Model 

We make use of the below algorithms in our paper for 
location recognition. 

 
1. SIFT algorithm  
The SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)   
algorithm takes an image and transforms it into a 
collection of local feature vectors. Each of these 
feature vectors is supposed to be distinctive and 
invariant to any scaling, rotation or translation of the 
image. According to their work, the invariant features 
extracted from images can be used to perform reliable 
matching between different views of an object or 
scene. The features have been shown to be invariant 
to image rotation and scale and robust across a 
substantial range of affine distortion, addition of 
noise, and change in illumination. The approach is 
efficient on feature extraction and has the ability to 
identify large numbers of features. 
 
1. Creating a scale space 
The first stage is to construct a Gaussian "scale 
space" function from the input image. This is formed 
by filtering of the original image with Gaussian 
functions of varying widths. 
Formula: 

 
 
 L is blurred image 
G is Gaussian function 
I is an image 
x ,y are the location coordinates 
 
2. Difference of Gaussian 
This takes the scale space from previous step then 
calculates the Gaussian difference which is used to 
reduce the size of an image and find out the key 
points. 
 
Formula: 

 
G is Gaussian function 
I is an image 

 is varying width 
K is Positive integer value 

 
Figure1: Difference Of Gaussian 

3. Finding key points 
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This stage is to find the key points in the DOG 
pyramid. Iteration is done through each pixel and 
check all of its 26 neighbours .The check is done 
within the image and also one above and below it .If 
this value is the minimum or maximum of all 26 
neighbours this point is an key point .Improve 
localisation by Taylor series expansion : 
Formula: 

 
D is derived from sample point and X =(x,y,sigma)T   

is the offset from the sample point. 
 

 
Figure 2: A Key Point Is Defined As Any Value In The Dog 

Greater Than All Its Neighbours In Scale-Space. 
 
The centre point is marked as key point if it is the 
greatest or least of all neighbours. 
 
4. Eliminate edges and low contrast regions 
 

 Key points generated in the previous step 
produce a lot of key points some of them lie 
along an edge or they don’t have enough 
contrast .Hence we reject points with bad 
contrast by setting threshold value and a 
point has large principal curvature across the 
edge but a small one in the perpendicular 
direction we use Hessian function to 
calculate principle curvature.  

Formula: 

 
 
5. Assign Orientation to the key point 
Assign an orientation to each key point based on 
image properties; here we collect gradient magnitude 
and orientation around key point. The key point 
descriptor can be represented relative to this 
orientation and therefore achieve invariance to image 
rotation. Also aims to assign a consistent orientation 
to the key points based on local image properties. An 
orientation histogram is formed from the gradient 
orientations of sample points within a region around 

the key point. The histogram will have peaks; Peaks 
above 80 % are converted into a new key point. New 
point has same scale and location of original but 
orientation is equal to other peak, and can split upon 
in to multiple key points. 
 

 
Fig 3: Left: Key Point Candidate In The Middle .The 

Orientation Are Around The Points In The Square Area 
Around This Point Is Computed Using Pixel Difference. 

 
Magnitude and orientation formulas: 

 
 
6. Key Point descriptor 
Each key point has location, scale, magnitude, 
orientation .Now we find the descriptor for the region 
which describes about the point. ans a descriptor is 
computed for the local image region that is as 
distinctive as possible at each candidate key point. 
The image gradient magnitudes and orientations are 
sampled around the key point location. 
 

 
Figure 4: Key Point Descriptor 

 
Rotate the patch accordingly to its dominant gradient 
orientation. We have scale and rotation invariance 
then we next finds finger point to identify the key 
point. 
To identify finger point take 16*16 window around 
key point and break down into 4*4 regions and 
calculate magnitudes and orientations. Put them into 
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8 bins histogram and repeat this for all 4*4 regions 
then we get 4*4*8=128.Normalize them to reduce 
illumination which form the feature vector then key 
point is identified with the feature vector. 
 
6.1.2 K means clustering algorithm 
Clustering is grouping up of data or dividing large 
dataset to smaller datasets. K means clustering is an 
algorithm to group the objects based on features or 
attributes in to K number of groups. 
Algorithm steps: 
1. Given objects or points X1----X n, initialize K 
cluster centres. 
2. Iterate for each point find the nearest centroid by 
using Euclidean distance formula and Assign each 
object to its closet cluster centre. 
Euclidean distance formula: 

 
3. For each cluster recomputed position then we get 
new centroid which is mean of all objects along x 
axis assigned to old centroid cluster.  

 
4. Then place the new centroid and repeat 2 and 3 
steps until no change in cluster centre. 
Example: 

 
Fig 5: K Means Cluster Algorithm 
 

3. PRIORITIZED FEATURE MATCHING 
ALGORITHM 
We propose a matching algorithm for matching 
image features, which includes two basic strategies: 

 
1. Feature to point, where one takes each feature of 
the query image and finds the best matching point in 
the database. 

2. Point to Feature, where one conversely matches 
points in the model to features in the query image We 
develop a matching algorithm based on two 
heuristics: 
1. Points with high degree in the visibility graph 
should generally be considered before points with 
lower degree, since highly visible point is intuitively 
more likely to be visible in a query image. Our 
matching algorithm thus maintains a priority for each 
point, initially equal to its degree in the visibility 
graph. 
2. If two points are often visible in the same set of 
images, and one of them has been matched to some 
feature in the query image, then the other should be 
more likely to find a match as well. 

 
RESULTS 

 
1. Initially train the database 

 
 

2. Load the test image 

 
 
3. Extract SIFT features with clustered 

 
   
4. Image matched 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In our paper we propose a matching algorithm which 
gives more accurate results compared to other 
matching algorithms. Since they uses points instead 
of images for matching by this we can say that even 
small information about point will provide a useful 
information for matching purpose. We also use k 
means clustering algorithm to compress the data by 
clustering the image features. Hence reduces the 
memory space. 
This paper is designed for internet   photo collections, 
these collections doesn’t cover the entire cities and 
not able to recognize many possible view points. It 
will be interesting in future if we plan it for a large 
collection of images with more sampled photos at one 
database with wider variation in appearance. 
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